1968 ALFA ROMEO 1750 GT VELOCE For Sale
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According to Alfa Romeo Heritage museum, this original RHD 1750 GT Veloce - Chassis No: AR
1450223 was manufactured in Alfa Romeo's factory in Arese, Milan, Italy on 17th May 1968 and was
shipped to Bahrain on 24th May 1968.
It is finished in its original colour scheme of Bianco Spino with a retrimmed Skai Nero Black interior, new
Black carpets, new headlining, original interior fittings, Wood Rimmed Steering Wheel, 1779cc Twin Cam
Engine, Five Speed Gearbox, original Stainless Steel Bumpers and 15" Steel Wheels.
The car was brought over to the UK from Bahrain by its owner some years ago, but other than this we do
not know anything about its early life as unfortunately the complete history file has been lost and it has
been in dry storage for more than 20 years.
The car was found to be in remarkable condition and it only required a cosmetic repaint of the exterior
and new trim as mentioned. Mechanically the car is excellent with a lovely engine and gearbox with no
issues evident and the only works/parts required were a new Brake and Clutch Master Cylinder, new
Brake Servo Units and service items such as spark plugs and filters and new oil.
The mileage indicated on the Speedometer is 97,340 and although we are unable to verify this as being
its original mileage from new, we are pretty sure it is genuine.
We can certainly testify that this car although not concours is in exceptionally good condition throughout
and it drives superbly with all the fun and characteristics of these lovely twin-cam engines.

We have just had a new MOT carried out (although exempt now) plus a pre-sales service and checkover
and the car has just been registered with the DVLA with the 'age related' number plate from 1968 - FNE
741F.
Upon sale it will come with our own 6 Month Mechanical Warranty which can be upgraded and extended
at additional cost if required.
Car on display @ our showrooms in Mortlake.
Price

£34995 As stated
Finance this car ↗
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